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E. Hil!fdfd imol..ed a suong dreaming dissociation analtlg'
in Ihe ilbtnJClions he u'>t'd 10 dicit a Invnotic.t1h di~i;lt
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nighl dmmu- (E. Ililgard. 1992, p. 75. italics added)
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In dreall\~ the pCf'Onalil\ ma\ be split - when for
insl;mcc. lhe drt'anH;'r'~ own l..no\\k·dge i~ di\;ded
bet",een t"'O persons and when. in the dream. Ihe
eXIJ<tncuu, ego corrcCI5 Ihe actual one (quoled 1)\
Freud 1900 1965. p. 123).

art (omUUa(;om ofcogllilll"t alld pn-5olla!itJ proUSYS

11,lIjrh ofH"f(l(I'olltsitl, roll~ciO/l.s llftP(m!fl~M (l1I(! 1l0nn(lll)' (lrf' ob~
aN~pnmaril)' in l/rnllnS. r:xl,.,.,n~nlrl)' Imllma mfl)' Inlltllt~or01H'Tdl'
l'f'lop Ih~y di.s.sooalet! pmt.s {lml (all Upoll lh~m to M1ook£ liP Mand
/lIllrtioll ill till' I'XII'rIUI! worlt/. 111' will l!f'scrik how Ihallhis drea//l
"lOdl'! paralM.s Ih~ obsnlH'l! /JhnWlllnUl ojMI'!) //lore directl)' llulII
do eXpl(l/Ul/iQ1lS ""6'i,lg Oil waking/lll/tos)' proasSfi.

I hazard Ihe guess Ihalll1a11 will be ultimately known
for a mcrc polity of multifarious. incongruous. and
independellt denil.clls ... If each. I told myself,
could bUl be houscd in "Cpar.ne iderHilies.life would
be relicvcd of all that was llnbearable.. .Ilow. !.hen
wcre thc)' di~S()(i;ltcd?
(Roben Lcwis$lc\'en"On. ThI'StrtlllW'(',(lyoJDr.jt:k)·lI
OIld Mr. ll)'de. 1886/1979, p. 82)
It is prohabl, no coincidence lhal the "lOT")' of Dr. Jt.'"}'kll
and ~Ir. I-hue. which is often discussed as a liler-aT")' example of lIluhiplc pcrsonalit\ disorder, originated in a dream
of Roben Lewis $IC\en'On. Dreaming has often been
described as a dissociali\e Slate of consciousness (Prince.
1910: Gabel. 19 9. 1990) and waking diSS(X':iatin~ spnpLOms
ha\'c been referred 10 <b -dreams- (Freud and Breuer.
1895 19:;:;;Janet. 1929), R."ldestock emphasized me dissociali\'e namre of drealll~ \\ hen he wrote;

Two recent articles b\' G;lbel (1989, 1990) suggest that
can benefit from being l::xamined from the standIwinl of mod~rn di~-.ocialiun theor~.
This article will describe how the dream character can
be .-.cell as ill lea~t il model - and possibly a 1ileral plwsio1000ic precur-.or- for the ;..1 I'D alLer. Table 1 compares charaClcriSlicsofdissociati\"c disorders \I;th RDI (r.\pid e~ e mm<-'"
lIIem) sleep - in \\'hich most dreaming occurs. NREM
(non-r.lpid TTlm'elllellt) ...leep, alld \\~dking fantasy. Latcr. we
will discuss lllore specific similarities belwecll ;"1 I'D alters and
dream characters.
dr~alll~

COGNITION/SENSORIUM
One simple ~ill1ilarilYbet\\'een di~iati\'esllltesand R£;"I
slcep is lhal the}' are both periods of alcrmess \\;Ih much
mental activity ongoing. The\' share this \\;th most normal
wakinK mcntatiun including falllasi"ing bm nOI with 11011R£~l sleep. from \\'hich ment"dtion reports arc usualh simpier and more slugbrish orabsenL (Snvder. 1967: Go<xlenough,
1991). On the uther hand, de~pite thi~ alerUless and l>Otlle
genuine senSUf\ input. halluciniltions in am'or all senses are
pos..-..ible in a wa\ not usual in \\~.i1.;jngconsciousness.A research
stud\' (Barrell. 1979) comparing nighttime dreams. waking
fanL."lSies. and -h\-pnotic dreams. ~ found thai for most ~ub
jects the nocturnal dreams were lllore hallucinatof\' in their
\;\;dne~. ,md more lil..eh to im o"e unpleasanl conlcnt and
\I'ell-de'\"eloped strangers as characlers - all common traib
for di~iati\e phenomena.
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Characteristics of Dissociative Disorders with Other States of Consciousness

MPDand
Related States

REM Sleep

NREMSleep

Waking
Fantasy

Cognition

Active, alert.

Active, alert.

Not alert.

Usually alert.

Sensorium

Often hallucinatory,
especially alters
self-image.

Hallucinatory.

Dulled, rarely
hallucinatory.

Usually clear.

Amnesia

Often present.
Sometimes breachabel.
Motivational initially.
State dependent later.

Often presen t.
Sometimes breach able.
Some motivational.
Much State-dependent.

Usually present.
Rare.
Not breachable.
No data.
Not motivational.
All State-dependent

Hyperamnesia

Occasionally.

Occasionally.

No.

No data.

Continuity with
normal waking

Discontinuous, may be
remembered as dream.

Discontinuous.

Discontinuous.

Usually
continuous.

AMNESIA

HYPERAMNESIA

Perhaps the trait which most clearly distinguishes dissociative disorders and dreams from normal waking is their
propensity for amnesia. REM sleep neurophysiologists conceptualize the failure to recall dreams as a lack of transfer
from short to long-term memory - that transfer being one
in which waking aminergic neuronal activity seems to playa
crucial role (Hobson, 1988). However, this short-term/longterm model of memory has generally come into question as
new research on implicit memory and state-dependent learning demonstrate that memories are not lost as completely as
the older paradigm claimed (Squire, 1994).
In terms of dreaming, the short-term/long-term model
also does not fit the observation that- at anytime during the
day - something can trigger a sudden "deja vu" or "tip-ofthe-tongue" experience, and then a whole dream floods back
from the night before or even several nights previously. (Kanzer,
1955). Obviously the forgetting of dreams is neither instant
nor complete and is subject to cueing. Although repression
has fallen into disrepute as the major saboteur of dream
recall (Cohen & Wolfe, 1973), some recent evidence suggests that a significant amount ofdream-forgetting does have
a repression-like motivation (Erdelyi & Goldberg, 1979) which
makes it much more analogous to the memory lesions in dissociative disorders.

In The Interpretation ofDreams (1900/1965), Freud gave
several examples ofwhat he termed "hyperamnestic dreams"
- ones in which memory is superior to conscious waking
recall. Most of his examples involve another character than
the dreamer as the repository of forgotten memories. He
quotes Maury's description of how a dream character gave
him accurate geographic information about a place he had
been trying to recall. He describes the poet Scalinger having a man calling himself Brugnolus show up in a dream
complaining of being overlooked in Scalinger's epic about
Verona; the poet later confirmed Brugnolus had existed.
Freud also recounts the Marquis de St. Denys having had
two dreams, the first containing a character he believed might
exist in waking life. In a second one, the character reappeared, St. Denys asked her where they had met, and she
named a time and place years before - about which St. Denys
then recalled more detail upon awakening.
Freud was also aware that psychological illnesses could
involve hyperamnesia. He quoted and agreed with Radestock
that:
... in dreamers, memories arise from the remote
past; both sleeping and sick men recollect things
which waking and healthy men seem to have forgotten (quoted by Freud 1900/1965, p. 123).
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TABLE 2
Similarities of Dream Characters and

~IPO

Alters

Dream Characters

MPDAlters

Cognitive abilities

OCC'.lSionally exceed normal waking ones.

Occasionally exceed normal \\'aking OlleS.

Personality

TmilS rejected for normal waking self.

TrailS rejected for normal ....'<l.king self.

Persona.

Host.

Shado,",'.

Anima/us.

~&d- aher.
Child alter.
Cross-gender aher.

~lo\'cmcnl

Only vcry rarely when REM
paralysis breached.

Yes. when out. inhibited while other
allers out.

Therap)'

Communication facilitates integration.

Communication facilitates integration.

Most Common

Puce

Much more recently. Schatzman (1992) descriresa h)peramnestic dream in which an enure chorus sang a pass.....ge
from Monteverdi's Vespers to the dreamer which she recalled
in enough dctail to wriLe it down and confirm it as correct.
Compare thaI 10 Schreiber's (1974) account of S)'billistening 10 a tape recording of her aher pla}ing the piano and
being amazed that music she was taughl in childhood had
been retained outside of awareness all !.hose rears.
Onl), in SC"'ere P1'SD doesone have full-blo""l flashbacks
during lhc da),. Ho.....cver, the majority of people .....ho cxperience a lrauma have recurring dreams in which lhey relive
il rather literall)' (van der Kolk, Blitz, Burr, Sherry, &
Ilaruna.llll, 1984). In asun.'C)'of48dissociative disorderpatiellts
(Barrelt. 1994), 74% were observcd to have some ofthe-Samc
repressed memories accessible in their dissociated ego states
as in their dreams. TIlese included memories of childhood
lraumas and the content of recent fugue episodes that follo....·ed slressful e\·cnts.
One group oflhcorists (Ross et aI., 1989) go so far as to
~lIggest thar alllraumast.'queia arc due to long-lenn disruptions
hetween!.he barriersof....'<Ikingand REM sleep. TheyrC\'iewed
the sleep laboratory studies ofcombat \'eterans which all find
~me degru of disruption or frAgmentation of REM. They
conclude that these \'eterans' PTSO symptoms are normal
phenomena for RE~I, ..... hich became abnonnal as !.hey manifested as non REM nightmares -which do not occur in nontrauma populations, ....~dking flashbacks, and a lcvel of amallomic arousal that is dysfunctional for waking bm would bc
llormal in REM. It may be that this adult trauma sequelae of
RL\I fragmentation ....· hich Ross et al. describe is much like

that of repeated earl)' childhood trauma. However the lat·
ler allows for more implications for disorder d<''\'c1opmelll
sillce dream cotHent is still cvoking during childhood
(Foulkes, 1982).
CONTINUfIY WITH NORMAL WAKING

A last nOle concerning resemblance bet....· cen memory
in MPD and dreaming is thai a SUI"\'<'")' of 23 MPD patients
found that four of thcm had remembered .....hat laler turncd
oUllO be acmal waking cxperiencesofthcirallersas -dreams
which they at firSI belie\·ed had occurred onl)' in their sleeping psyche. One woman .....ho had recurring Mnighlmares of
fighting ....ilh cats a.....oke from one to find herself covered
.....ith cal hair (.....hich her therapisl confirnled was actuall)'on
her clothing). Sil.cmoreand Piltillo (1977. p. 64-65) describe
ME\'c Mas ha\ing a similar experience as a child whcn she lay
down for a nap and Mdrcamcd- of ....'<Ilching a red-headed
girl SICal and snl<L~h her cousin 's coveted new ....'<Ilch MOIll y to
awakcn 10 find the ruined treasure in hcr own hand. M
M

M

PROJECTION OF PARTS OF TH£ SELF IN DREAM
CHARACIT.RS AND AI.TERS
In addition to!.hese general similarities betwecn dreams
and dissociative stalcs. M PO altcrs and dream charnctcrs share
the further distinction ofbeillg the (\'.'0 1110S1 dramatic instances
in which parts of lhe self are split ofT and fashiolll.-d into
some....'hat amonomous-looking entities. The thesis of the
present article is thaI this process occurs naturall), in REM
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sleep and can also mutate and move out into the waking state
in response to extreme early traumas.
The claim here is not that dream characters are the only
antecedents of MPD alters, but that they are the strongest.
Certainly imaginary companions and other waking fantasy
con ten t are somewhat analogous, but dreams un iversally feature formed, autonomous characters of hallucinatory vividness. Fantasized characters rarely surprise - much less frighten - their authors while dream characters routinely do so.
Only very extreme imagers or hypnotic virtuosos experience
their daydreams this way. Furthermore, research has found
these virtuosos to have such a high rate of childhood abuse
that a number of them may fall into a pathologically dissociative group rather than being seen merely as having a precursor ability (J. Hilgard, 1970; Frischoltz, 1985; Barrett, 1991,
in press).
Table 2 outlines some of these more specific similarities
between dream characters and MPD alters.
COGNITIVE PARALLELS

Schatzman's (1983a, 1983b, 1986) accounts ofproblemsolving dreams involve some dramatic examples of dream
characters in possession of cognitive abilities or knowledge
that both the dream ego and the waking self lack. His procedure was to have subjects study a "brain teaser" type problem at bedtime for ten minutes and then notice whether
their dreams contained solutions. Afterworkingon the problem: what English words both begin and end with the letters
"HE," one subject dreamed of a doctor, a '\vord specialist"
who prompted him to describe his angina in plain English
(as heartache), his headache likewise, all the while laughing
at him "hee-hee-hee." Schatzman observed:
It was as though during the dream, some component of the dreamer's mind, knowing the answer,
played hide-and-seek with him. Possibly before the
dream began, part of the dreamer's mind of which
he was unaware had already solved the problem,
and the dream used a dramatic means of presenting the solution to ensure that the dreamer's attention was called to it (l983a, p. 693).
In others ofSchatzman 'sexamples, characters state solutions more directly. A man trying to solve a problem about
what is distinctive about a sentence (the first word of which
contains one letter, second contains two, etc.), dreamed that
hewas typing and his supervisor told him to stop using words
and instead to type "123456789" (l983b, p. 417). A woman
working on a problem whose solution is that one sentence
forms another when the first letter of each word is removed
(Show tllis bold ... How his old ...) had a dream character
tell her ''Too many letters!" (1986, p. 37) And a subject who
had read two of Schatzman's puzzles dreamed of Michael

Caine taking the puzzles in hand and miming the correct
answers to each in tum, as in the game of charades (1986,
p.38).
Dream character Caine is behaving much like alters who
hold cognitive faculties when intellectual pursuits have been
associated with traumatic punishment. Itis common forpeopIe with MPD to report experiences in school ofhearingvoices in their head say answers to exam questions which are
eluding the host.
PERSONALITY PARALLELS

Although the dream examples above are somewhat unusual in the specific cognitive details of their characters' separateness, several major dream theories have as their cen tral
premise the assertion that dream characters are projected
parts of the dreamer's self that have been denied expression
in thewakingpersonality.Jung (1974) conceptualized dream
characters as "archetypes" appearing in the dream, archetypes
being enduring constellations of traits within the psyche.
Jung'sfour main archetypes: Persona, Shadow, Puer, and
Anima/us correspond almost exactly to the four most common personalities in MPD. The host personality is usually
nice, socially compliant, and conforming like the "persona"
archetype. Most MPD's have an alter who is "bad" at least in
the sense of manifesting forbidden sexuality and aggression,
and many have one that is even "evil" and identified with an
abuser, as with the Shadow archetype. The majority also have
at least one child alter who has never grown up, like the Puer
archetype. The other common alter is a cross-gender one
manifesting gender-stereotyped traits that have been denied
only for the person's own gender- the Anima/us archetype.
Jung believed that the archetypes existed in the psyche at all
times, but had their most obvious manifestations in the dream
state.
Gestalt therapy (Perls, 1969) takes a very similar view of
dream characters. Again, the idea is that these characters
are split-D[f parts of tlle self that exist with some autonomy
all the time and manifest most clearly in dreams. The main
purpose of Gestalt dreamwork is to open a dialogue between
these parts wi th the eventual goal of their integration. ote
the language used bya Gestalt therapistin describing dreamwork with a person without any dissociative disorder.
This method seems to be useful in the treatment
of'rejected subpersonalities,' of 'parts' that do not
'want' to contact each other.
(Pisarevitch, 1992, p. 1)
These theorists frequently emphasize recurring dream
characters as especially strong manifestations of repressed
archetypes or dissociated selves trying to communicate.
Recurring characters have also been noticed in the tr~uma
literature to be associated with a higher rate of childhood
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ab~ (Zadra. 1994). Trauma seems to give characters morc
aUlOllomy. 1II milder instances this results in morc strength
and persistence in dreams. in extreme cases in their trallsi-

tion into the waking world.

These dream theories suggesllhat dream characters arc
not entirely a product ohhe dream stale. Sclm17.man·s examples imply that temporary constellations of memories. emotions. or information processingS)'Slems formed around tnm·
sient problems rna}' sok-e these oUlSide consciollsness but
prcsellllhe resuhs in a dream. More importantly.Jung and
Perls suggest ..hal dream characters - especially recurring
ones - can be (airl}' pennanelll ego stales. existing at other
tinu:sbul released inLOconsciousness predominantly in REM
slccp.SuchcharaClcrsareoccasionallyhyperamnestic because
lhf;\ hold dissociated memories but thl.-"Yare moreoftcn anmcstic. or have ....·eaker associationallinks for cxperienccs which
.... ould be easil}' cued in the normal waking state.
One issue relC\<U1t to !.he dream character/MPD alter
analogy is that dream charactcrs orniollSly often draw on
real people as their sources. When one dreams abom one's
grdndmother. characterislicsofthat pt'niOn 's real grandmother
arl'" ob\iousl)' likely 10 be major dctenninenlS of what the
dream character ~CrandmaWis like. At the So."lme time. some
aspects of the self that empathasize with. understand (or
evcn misunderstand) the grandmother must be called into
pIa\' 10 manufacture the dream char.tcter. Jung described
archetypes as often being represented bya ft.."3.1 person with
the archetypal trailS. HowC\'cr this is not SO dissimilar from
\IPD alters; a number of them are based on a real external
person - childhood friend. relati\'e, or occasionally fictiondl char.tcter.
It mayscem that we arc at risk ofO\'ers13ting the primacy
of dream origins to make the point here. Clearly these dis<,ociative processes for bolh cognition and personality compenS<"l.tion do go 011 quictly OUlSidc REM. However lhe discrete, amonomous. personification of these processes is
lIonnall)' a REM phenomena and it seems 10 lake earl)' trauma lO disrupt lhis boundary.
ALTERS AS DREAM CHARACTF.RS

A sun'ey of therapislS aboul their MPD patienlS' dream
<haracteristics (Barrett. 1994) ridded further data on how
.....ell ~lPD alters fit lhe dream character model. Thirteen of
23 patienlS (57%) in lhe sur\"Cy reponed lhal their alters
'Icmall)' appeared as dream chardcters. One dreamed of a
blond liltle girl begging her repclitivel)'. -Don 'llet them hurt
II1C: take me home ",ith }·ou. wThe patient was not ret in touch
....ith this child alter but the therapist recognized thedescription as an alter that had come out in moments for .....hich the
host was amnestic to implore the therapist with exactly lhosc
words. T .....o patienlS who had made suicidal gestures which
thl.-1'atuibutL"d toaccidentsorintoxication had dreams which
later played agrcal role in explaining them. Olle had dreamt:d

ofa woman detenJlined to commit suicide, tlle otlIer ofone
\·o.....ing to kill the dreamer. These turned out to be alters
responsible for self-mutilation and a dnlg overdose.
Six patients (26%) had personalilies who reponed the
same dream from different perspectives. expcricncingeach
other as char.teters. Sometimesolle pcrsonalit)'only"'''atched
and was IIOt obscn'ed as a charaCter b)' the OtlICrs. When
thc)· met in a dream earl}' in treaunent. the host and sometimes lhe alter did nOt recognize each o!.her until the dream
experiences were discussed awake. Further into the !.heraP)'
process !.he)' .....ere likely to recognize eaeh other as soon as
the)' appeared. This may actually happen much more often
because. ill manycascs. the lherapist had asked only the host
about dreams and it is unclear what the alters .....ere dreaming.
Olhcr .....riters also mention alters appearing as dream
characters. PalC)' (1992) describes a persccmoI)'alterappearing as a recurring character. Salley (1990. p. 153) describes
alters using thisabilit)' to appear to hosts strategical I>' to influence their beha\iororcommwlicate infomlation. Cruenewald
(1971. p. 44) rcpom asking an alter to introduce herself to
the host in a dream .....'hich the alter proceeds to do successfully.
REM.,sLEEP PARALYSIS AND WHAT
HAPPENS WHEN IT FAILS

Usually during REM sleep. the body is paralp;ed cxcept
for tlle C)'l"'S and the extreme tips of tllC fingers. bm there
are a fe..... situations in which this paralrsis is breached. ~Iost
dramatic.i1I}'. in Chronic Bcha\ior Disorder of RBI sleep.
the usual paralysis during dreaming is Lotally abscm: these
patienlS move around lheir bedroom aCtingout theirdreams
in the real .....orld. oflCn with dangerous conse(lucnces
(Schnecket al .. 1986). Manycommon ~sleep .....alkillgW occurs
only in non·R£~'l and is not accompanied by dream recall or
otller correlated mentation reporlS. (Spielman & Henrara.
1991: K."l.les et aI.. 1966) Sleep talking can occur across all
stages of sleep. but significantly. it is RDI sleep from which
the most elaborate utterances come and also from RE.\lthat
associated dream recall correlated witll the utterancn is most
likely (Arkin. 1991: Arkin ct al.. 1970a .1970b; Rechtshaffen
et al.. 1962).
Lucid dreams-those in which one knows one is dreaming while the dream is ill progress - have provided further
evidence of the ability to mO\'e in accord with dream e\'enlS.
Laberge (1985) has described mall)' lucid dreamers being
able to 1ll00'e the eyes of their dream bod)' in Morse Code
signals and these mO\'ements stand out from nonnal R£~ls
in their Ittprecord. One unusualsubjecl wasablc to breach
sleep paral)'Sis and movc rcal his limbs in correspondence
with actions in lucid dreams (Schatzman et al.. 1988).
These actions tlIat occur ....ith disinhibition ofRDl however. there are two instances known 10 the present author
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which demonstrate that this is not always the case. The first
dream is that ofa clinical psychologist who in waking life was
evaluating an inpatient who displayed a distinctive motor
pattern oftracing the outline ofone hand and then the other
repetitively. The psychologist had a dream in which she was
watching the patient do this and trying to learn whatit meant
by playing on an old Victrola the patient's hospital "record."
At this poin t, the therapist's - real life - partner woke her
up and told her that she had been tracing the fingers of each
hand alternately as she slept. She had not made any movements suggestive of the dream ego's use of the phonograph.
The second anecdote comes from an undergraduate psychology major. She dreamt of a boating trip with friends
which was pleasant un til a shark appeared, leaped out of the
water, and grabbed the dreamer's forearm in itsjaws, biting
hard. She felt pain and struggled with the shark; it held its
grip until she awoke in a panic. She found she had bitten
her own arm hard enough to leave deep red marks which
subsequently lingered as bruises.
The present author has also seen one dissociative disorder patient who regularly manifested a dream character
in overt action. The patient's major complaint was nightmares abou talien-appearing beings. While dreaming, he also
spoke outloud as these entities, rather tI,an as himself, although
he was otherwise immobilized. Although anecdotal, these
examples do seem to support the idea that projected dream
characters can sometimes move the body during REM sleep
- a further similarity to MPD alters.
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THERAPY
ormal dissociative cognitive and personality processes
which operate largely outside consciousness manifest as dream
characters. They can be crystalized by trauma into permanent constellations that become recurring characters. Extreme
and early enough trauma disrupts REM so greatly and
demands such extraordinary defenses that these dream characters holding important skills and memories begin to manifest when the victim is awake. At the very least these dream
characters who "wake up" make the closest existing normal
analogy to MPD, but the REM state also may prove to be ti,e
concrete physiologic precursor ofMPD. It is the thesis of the
present article that these parallels are stronger than those
with waking fantasy processes or any other known states of
consciousness.
One implication of this is that when working with MPD
clients, the use dream interpretation techniques may be appropriate for many aspects of the patien ts' behavior rather than
just their dreams. Jungian and Gestalt therapy approaches
to dreams are those already especially close to many techniques that have been "newly" developed for MPD therapy.
It would also seem to be appropriate to pay atten lion to recurring dream characters as possible unknown alters. And considering dream accounts tI,at are in the more realistic range

as possibly waking events dimly remembered is much more
relevant for this population than other dreamers. Lastly, if
the production of alters is actually physiologically linked to
REM sleep processes, this would have interesting implications for the pharmacotherapy of MPD. The present author
has encountered one patient who self-administered
amphetamines to inhibit switching, and anti-<iepressants are
a commonly prescribed class of drugs with these patients
(Barkin, Braun, & Kluft, 1986). These are all REM-suppressing
agents, so it would be interesting to explore whether they
exert any effects on dissociation via this aspect of their biochemistry. •
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